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AN EXISTENCE RESULT ON A VOLTERRA
EQUATION IN A BANACH SPACE

BY

STIG-OLOF LONDEN

Abstract. Let W be a real reflexive Banach space, dense in a Hubert space

// and with dual IV. Let the injection W-* H be continuous and compact.

We consider the nonlinear integral equation

(1) u'(i) + f'a{t - T)Au{r)dr= f{t),      t > 0,
Jo

where a,f, A are given and u is the unknown. The kernel a(t) maps R + into

R and/takes values in H. The nonlinear function A is a maximal monotone

mapping W-* IV.

Making use of the theory of maximal monotone operators we prove an

existence result on (1). This result is used to obtain approximate solutions to

the related nonlinear hyperbolic differential equation «"(') + Au(t) ■» f'(t),

t>o:

I. Introduction. In this paper we obtain some existence results on the

nonlinear integral equation

(1.1) u'(t) + fa(t - T)Au(r)dr= f{t),       t > 0,
•'o

where a: R + -» R, A is a nonlinear monotone mapping and u takes values in

some Banach space. We also construct approximate solutions to the related

nonlinear hyperbolic differential equation

(1.2) u"(t) + Au(t) « f'(t),       t>0,

obtained from (1.1) by taking a{t) = 1.

Our work proceeds as follows. In §2 we introduce the necessary setup and

give a basic existence lemma on an equation related to (1.1) but containing an

additional regularizing term. In §3 we state and prove our main result,

Theorem 1. This is done via Lemmas 2-5, Lemma 4 being the key tool. In §4

we approach the equation (1.2). Finally, in §5, we present an application of

our results.

For background material on monotone operators and on the Yosida
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approximation we refer the reader to [1] and [3]. For a more detailed

treatment of evolution equations in infinite dimensions see e.g. [6]. As to

earlier existence results on abstract nonlinear Volterra equations, [2], [5], we

remark that these studies deal with u(t) + f'0a(t - T)Au(r)dr = /(/) which

obviously is related to the parabolic equation u' + Au = /', on which more

comprehensive results are available, and not to (1.2) on which the existing

results are rather scarce.

As a general remark observe the following. Obtaining local existence for

(1.1) is to some extent a tradeoff between assumptions on the kernel a and the

nonlinear function A. Stronger assumptions on a allow weaker hypothesis on

A, and vice versa. Our goal in this work was to arrive at some results on

interesting but "bad" nonlinearities and hence the assumptions on the kernel

will be rather strong.

2. Preliminaries. Let W be a real reflexive Banach space, dense in 77, where

77 is a real Hubert space. Let the injection IV ̂  H be continuous and

compact. We identify H with its own dual and denote the dual of W by W.

Then

(2.1) W cH cW.
Write the scalar product in 77 as < , > and assume <«, v)w.w = <«, v) for

u E H, v E W. Let ^ be a lower semicontinuous proper convex function

W -» ( - oo, co] and denote

(2.2) A = 3^.

Assume D(A) = W. It then follows that A is a maximal monotone mapping

W -> W. We take A single valued and coercive, i.e.

,_ „., ,.        \Ax, X)w'w
(2.3) hm    -¡-¡-= oo.

be „-»oo 1*1.
Consequently,

Hx)
(2.4) lim   j-r- - oo.

\x\w-KX>     \X\W

Define

(2.5) AHu = Au,       uED (AH) = {« E W\Au EH).

df
The assumption (2.3) and the continuous injection imply that M = AH is

maximal monotone on H X 77'. Take D (AH) to be dense in W and define

tyH: //-»(-co, oo], by

(2.6) «»)-{+<">■    "lW-w\ oo,        uE H\W.

The function \pH(u) is proper convex, lower semicontinuous and one has
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(2.7) 3«fc)-Af.

From (2.4) and as ip(-u) is bounded from below by an affine function follows

(2.8) inf xb(u) > -oo.
UE.W

Without specific mentioning we will in what follows make the assumptions

(2.1H2.8).
Consider

(2.9) v'(t) + aMv(t) + ['a(t - r)Mv(r)dT= /(/),       t > 0,
A)

where v(0) = t>0 G D (M), and a > 0. We prove the following local existence

result on (2.9).

Lemma 1. Assume, for some T > 0,

(2.10) a(t) E Lx(0, T),

(2.11) f(t)EAC([0,T];H).

Then there exists a function v(t), which is absolutely continuous from [0, T] into

H, and such that v(t) E D(M) and satisfies (2.9) a.e. on (0, T). Moreover,

(2.12) sup   \v(t)\w<co,
o<í<r

(2.13) Mv(t)EL2(0, T;H).

Proof of Lemma 1. Let for X > 0, vx(t), 0 < t < T, be the function

satisfying

(2.14) vx(t) EH,   0 < t < T,   vx(0) - ü0,

(2.15) vx(t)ED(M)   a.eon(0, T),   Mvx(t) E L2(0,T; H),

(2.16) v'x(t) + aMvx(t) + í'a(t - r)Mxvx(r)dT= f(t),    a.e. on (0, T),
•'o

where Mx denotes the Yosida approximation of M. (The existence and

uniqueness of vx can be obtained by a technique similar to that of [4,

Corollary 2.1].) Form the scalar product in H of Mvx(t) and (2.16) and

integrate over (0, t). This yields

«M»a«) - **fa>) + af\\Mvx(s)\\2ds
(2.17)

+ J^Mvx(r),   j\(r - s)Mxvx(s) ds} dr= ^(Mvx(r),f(r)) dr,

where II II denotes the H-norm. Take f such that

(2.18) 2fr|a(*)l
•'o

ds< a.
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Then, denoting convolution by * ,

• f

(2.19)

f  (Mvx(t), a * Mxvx(t)) dr

\\MV\\\l2(0,T;H)\\MxV\\\líV),T;H) < f ||^^||Í2(0,r;H)

As

(2.20)

it follows that

def
sup   ||/(/)|| =F<co,

0<t<T

(2.21) f\f(r),Mvx(T))  < FTUf*\\Mvx(s)ds\\2ds

Combining (2.8), (2.17), (2.19), (2.21) gives

• f
up |

X
(2.22) sup [  \\Mvx(s)\\2ds< co,

X>0-'0

and recalling also (2.4) one obtains

(2.23)
sup   |eA(0lw <°°.
a>0

o</<r

By (2.10), (2.16), (2.20), (2.22)

(2.24) up frK(*)ll2
>o-/o

sup
A

Í& <  CO,

and so, from (2.23), (2.24) and the compact injection one has that there exists

t> E L2(0, f; H) such that

(2.25) vx -> v strongly in L2(0, f; 77 ).

The relations (2.23), (2.25) imply (2.12) and by the maximal monotonicity of

M, (2.22), (2.25), one has v(t) E D(M) a.e. on (0, f) and

(2.26) Mxvx, Mvx -* Mv, weakly in L2(0, f; 77 ).

Hence (2.13) holds. Finally, using the arguments in [5, relations (3.58) -

(3.64)], and (2.25), (2.26) one can show that v is absolutely continuous from

[0, T] into 77 and that v, Mv satisfy (2.9) a.e. on (0, f).

As the only restriction on T was given by (2.18) it is not hard to show that

the solution v(t) may be continued to [0, T],

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

3. The main result. In this section we prove the following

Theorem 1. (i) Let a, f satisfy
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a(t) E C2(0, T] n C[0, T], (- l)kaik)(t) > 0,       k = 0, I, 2; 0 < t < T,

limil   inf   a"(T)] = oo,       a(T) > 0,
no L o<t</ -I

f(t)EAC([0,T];H),

for some T > 0 and suppose A maps bounded sets of W into bounded sets of

W. Let u0 E W. Then there exists u(t) defined on [0, T] such that

«(OELJOJilf),   u'(t)ELa(0, T;H),   u"(t) E Lx{0, T; W),

u'{t) + f'a(t - r)Au(T)dT = /(/),   a.e. on (0, T), u{0) = u0,
•'o

u"(t) + a(0)Au{t) + f'a'{t - r)Au{T)dT = /'(/),   a.e. on (0, T).

(ii) Let, in addition to the hypothesis of (î), /'(/) G Lq(0, T; W), for some q

satisfying 1 < q < oo. Then u"{t) G Lq(0, T; W).

(iii) Assume the hypothesis of (i) holds. In addition let a'(t), f(t) be locally

absolutely continuous on [T, oo). Then there exists u{t) satisfying

u(t) E L%{0, oo; W),   u'(t) G L'¿c(0, oo; H),   u"(t) E Lxx°*{0, oo; W),

u'{t) + f'a{t - T)Au(T)dr = f(t)   a.e. on (0, oo), w(0) = w0,
•'o

u"(t) + a(0)Au{t) + fa'{t - r)Au{T)dr = f'{l)   a.e. on (0, oo).

// in addition f'{t) E Lqoc{0, co; W) for some q satisfying 1 < q < co then

u" E Lqx{0, oo ; W).

In Theorem 1 a key condition is the requirement

lim   t   inf   a"(j)   = oo.
/¿o L o<t<(        ' 1

This condition is satisfied for example by a(t) — a(0)[l — Ia], 0 < a < 1. Of

course, it is not satisfied by a(t) = 1 and hence an immediate application of

Theorem 1 to «"(0 + Au(t) = /'(/) is ruled out. As indicated in the intro-

duction we return to this question in §4.

We begin the proof of (i) by considering the equation

(3.1) tit) + eAue{t) + fa(t - r)Aut(r)dr= f(t),       ut(0) = ue0,

for 0 < / < T, where we0 is chosen to satisfy we0 G D{AH), |we0 - u0\w < e,

and a, f satisfy (2.10), (2.11). By Lemma 1 there exists, for each e > 0, a

function ue{t) satisfying (3.1) a.e. on (0, T) such that

(3.2) ut(t) EW,       0 < t < T,
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(3.3) u't,AutEL2(0, 7; 77).

In Lemmas 2 and 3 below we give certain apriori bounds on ue, u't and Aut.

These bounds immediately imply-as we point out in (3.23) and (3.24)-the

existence of {e„), en|0, and u(t) such that u^t) -* u(t) strongly in 77 with the

convergence being uniform in t on [0, T]. The following Lemma 4 then shows

that if in addition the key requirement commented on above is assumed on

the kernel a(t), then it follows that the sequence J'qAu^s) ds converges

strongly in L2(0, T; 77). This result is used in Lemma 5 to establish that

lim    I   (u. — u. , Au. — Au.\ dr= 0.
,m-»oo 7o 'm       ** w

Using this last fact we show (see relations (3.59)-(3.67)) that u(t) is actually a

solution of (1.1) and that the assertions of (i), (ii) hold.

The final remarks of this section concern (iii).

Observe that the entire hypothesis of (i) is not used until after Lemma 5.

Much less is used in Lemmas 1-5.

Lemma 2. Let, for some T > 0, a and f satisfy

a(t) E C2(0, 7] n C[0, 7],       a(T) > 0,

(- l)ka{k\t) >0,      k = 0, 1, 2; 0 < t < T,

(3.5) f{t)EACi[0,T];H).

Let, for each e satisfying 0 < e < 1, ue denote a solution of (3.1) on [0, 71. Then

(3.4)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

def
ßi = sup

e,t

< 00,f^Aut(s)

ß2= sup el   \\Aut(s)\\ ds<cx},
e        •'0

def
/?3=  SUp|M£(í)|^< OO.

(3.9) ß4= sup /' fV'(T - s)\\fAue(v) dv
e,t   J0 J0 \\Js

ds dt< oo.

Proof of Lemma 2. Define, for 0 < S < T,

(3.10) as(s) = a(s + 8),      0 < s < 7- 5.

Fix an arbitrary 0 < e < 1 and choose 5 = 8(e) small enough so that

(3.11) 2[T'S[a(s)-as(s)]ds<e.

The kernel as(s) clearly satisfies
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as(s) E C2[0, T - 8],   (- lfk)aik)(s) > 0,

0 < / < T- 8,k = 0,l,2.

Using a¡(s) we write (3.1) as follows:

(3.13)     „;(/) + tAut(t) + as * Aut(t) = /(/) + [as - a] * Aut(t).

Form the scalar product of (3.13) and Aut, integrate over (0, t), use Young's

inequality and (3.11). This gives

(3.14)

IM)) - W«e0) +  f Jo'|K(*)|f & +JTWt), a, * ̂M£(T)> dt

lf(f(r),   Aut(r))dr.
Ja

Next apply the relation (3.26) of [4] to the last term on the left side of (3.14).

As Aut E L2(0, T; H) and as E C2[0, T - 8] this is permissible. Also

perform an integration by parts on the right side of (3.14). This yields

*M0)-*(«rf) + f j[WT)l|2<fr

as(t)        ft ft rt
¡Aue(T)dT   -fa's(r)  ¡Aue(s)ds
Jo jq jo

dr

(3.15) -('ai(t-T)\\('Au,(s)ds\\
J0 \\JT

+ f' fas iT - s)l rAuÁv) mi &dr
Jq Jq ||/j

(f{t), j¿Aue(s) as} - JT'(/'(t), fQAuc(s) ds} dr.

Let t E [0, T - 8] be such that

(3.16)
rt II  rr
j Aue(s) ds >   I Aue(s) ds

Jq jo
0 < t < t.

Then, from (2.8), (3.5), (3.12), (3.15), (3.16),

2

(3.17) <%(') Çauc(t) dr    < Kx   f'Aue(r) dr
Jo Jo

+ K2,

for some constants A",, K2, depending only on / m0 and $. (Note that as

D(\p) = W and by the choice of ua we may assume |^(we0)| bounded

uniformly in 0 < e < 1.) But clearly we can take as(t) to be bounded away

from zero, independently of 5, This, together with (3.17), gives (3.6). But using

(2.4), (2.8), (3.5), (3.6), (3.12), in (3.15) results in (3.7) and (3.8).
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To prove (3.9) we notice that from (2.8), (3.5), (3.6 ), (3.12), (3.15) one also

gets

„2

dsdr< K,       0 < t < T- 8,(3.18)    C'[TaZ(T-s)   [TAu€(v)dv

where K is independent of both 8 and e. Keep e fixed and let Sj,0 in (3.18). An

application of Fatou's Lemma using

(3.19) ag (t) > 0,       5 > 0,   0 < t < 7 - 8,

(3.20) {jmtf(0-«'(O.       0<f<7,

then gives (3.9). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

The following statement is needed to establish (3.24).

Lemma 3. Suppose a(t) is absolutely continuous on [0, 7], and let f satisfy

(2.20). For 0 < e < 1 denote by ut a solution of (3.1). Assume (3.6), (3.7) hold.

Then

(3.21) IKWII < K + ¿K(t)>       0 < / < 7,

where K < oo is independent of e, t, and ht satisfies

SUP   IK(')É2(o,r;tf) = ßv
0<e<l

Proof of Lemma 3. By (3.1) and the absolute continuity of a,

\\Wt(t)\\<\\eAut(t)\\+\\f(t)\\ + a(0) ÇAue(s) ds
Jr\

(3.22)
f'a'(t - t) (TAue(s) ds dr

Jq Jo

But using (2.20), (3.6), (3.7) in (3.22) gives (3.21). Lemma 3 is proved.

From (3.8), (3.21), the choice of ue0 and the compact injection W7-* 77 we

have that there exists

(3.23) «(/)eC([0, 7]; 77),       u(0) = u0,

such that for some e„J,0 and each t E [0, 7],

(3.24) «^(0-*«(0.   strongly in 77,

with the convergence being uniform in t. Take any such {ej and u(t).

The next lemma shows that under suitable hypotheses on the kernel a

condition (3.6) may be strengthened to the strong convergence in (3.26).

Adding (3.25) is seen to have a pronounced smoothing effect.

Lemma 4. Let a, f satisfy (3.4), (3.5). In addition suppose

(3.25) Hmfr   inf   û"(t)1 = oo.
UO L  0<t</ -I
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Then

dr=0.(3-26)       „Jim»/ll/T t^w -AuMds

Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose (3.26) does not hold. Then there exist Xn, pn|0,

« -» oo and w > 0 such that

(3-27)      i™ ilXV^w -AuMds dr> a > 0.

Take any such A„, p„ and define g„ by g„(s) = /Í«^(j) - Aup^(s).

Our primary purpose is next to show that there exist positive constants 5, ft

X and points t„ E [X, 7] such that the measure of the sets 7„, defined in (3.42),

satisfies the upper bound given in (3.43).

By (3.6)

(3.28) /><"
ds 2ftsup

n
0<t< 7"

Next pick an infinite sequence of positive constants y, satisfying

(3.29) yi>2ft,   y(+1=h,'        /= L2,....

For each / define 5, by

(3.30) 8¡ = lim sup m   t|0 < t < 7, y, <   Pgn(s) ds 1,
n-»oo 11^0 j

and /„ by

(3.31) /0 = min{/|51. > 0}.

Note that by (3.28) and the first part of (3.29) one has ;0 > 1. Also, from

(3.27) and as y,J,0 it follows that /„ < oo. Hence, by (3.30), (3.31), there exists

{nk) c {«} such that if

(3.32)

then

(3.33)

Vnk=Uo < t < T,yio<\f g„k(s)ds

Unk=[r\0<T<T,yio_x<\\fg„k(s)ds
I II o

m
V    "tJni^oo   V "     "*'nk^oo

Without loss of generality let nk = n. Define ft 8 by S,o = 35, y<o_, = ß. Then

take any number X > 0 such that (by (3.25) this can be done),

(3.34) X < fi,   2,5ftft,rS/33r'< A   inf   a"(r).
L J 0<t<A
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Iß
V„ = { t|à < r < T, -f < fSnis)

Jo
ds < ß

one has, by (3.32), (3.33) the first part of (3.34) and the definition of 5,

(3.35) m(Vn) > 8,

for n sufficiently large, and

(3.36) m(I/n)-»0,       n->oo,

where

(3.37) U„ = {t|0 < t < T, ß <|| jT&,(*) ds J.

By (3.9) and the hypothesis on a one has

• r rr

(3.38) / fa"(T-s)\\fgn(v)dv
J0   J0 \\Js

Suppose that for some n and any t G Vn

fa"(r-s)\\fgn(v)dv
J0 \\Js

Then, by (3.35) and the fact that a"(t) > 0, Vr,

dsdr< 4/?4.

ds> —r-
8

(3.39) /  \fa"(T-s)\\fgn(v)dv
J0      J0 \\Js

ds\dT>Zß4.

But this contradicts (3.38). We conclude that for every n there exists /„ G V„

such that

ds<
8)84

(3.40) f"a"(t„ - síf'-g^v) dv
J0 \\Js

For each n pick such a point /„. Then of course, for any set Tn c [0, t„],

„2

(3.41) J a"(tn - s) j'ngn(v)dv
* H S

In particular, if

ds < ——
8

(3.42) Tn= { s\t„ -\<s < t \j'n8ni»)dv >ßß

it follows that STa"(tn — s) ds < 29ß4/Sß2. From this last inequality one

concludes that
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(3.43) m
29/34r    .

iTn)<-^\   inf   a"(r)]SB2 U<t<a    v '1

-i

8ß

Having (3.43) our next purpose is to obtain a lower bound for m(Tn). This

lower bound (which is (3.49)) will turn out to be strictly greater than the

upper bound in (3.43). The resulting contradiction then implies that (3.27) is

false.

Integrate (3.1) over (0, /), let e = X„, then e = p„ and subtract the resulting

equations. This gives

(3.44)

\i0 - «JO + KJ/uK(s) ds- P^AuAs) ds

+ /o«(' - r)^[AuK(s) - Au As)] ds dr= 0.

In (3.44) we take / = t„, then t = tn - X and form the difference of the

equations we get. Recalling also (3.6), (3.24) this gives

lim     ['' a(t„-r)fg„(s)dsdr
n-*oo [J,    x Jq

(3.45)

+ £~X[a(tn - t) - a(in -X- r)]j\(s) ds dr j = 0.

Define Sn by S„ = [/„ - X, t„] \ Tn. Estimating the first term in (3.45) yields

I f" a(t„ - r)fg„(s) ds dr > /'"  a(tn - T)f'"gn(s) ds J
\\Jt„-X J0 Jt„-\ J0

fa(tn-r)\-f'"gn(s)ds
•Sin L     r

(3.46)
jTa(tn-T)\-j'jgn(s)as dr\\

> ^ B(X) - | a(0)X - 4ßxa(0)m(Tn),

def
where B (t) = f'0a(s) ds and where we used the definitions of Vn, S„, Tn,

(3.28), and the fact that a(t) < a(0), for all t. Estimating the second term in

(3.45) one obtains
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/'"     ["(tn - T) - <*(/„ - X - T)]fg„(s) ds dr
•'0 Jo

(3.47)

f c
•Ao,/„-A]n t/„=fz„       ^[o,i„-xl\z„||

< 2ßxa(0)m(Un) + ßf^~X\a(tn - r) - a(tn -X- r)\dr

= 2ßxa(0)m(U„) + ß[ß(tn - X) - B(tn) + B(X)]

where we  used (3.28),  (3.37) and  the  fact  that a(t)  is  nonincreasing.

Consequently, by (3.36), (3.45)-(3.47)

(3.48)

[ iß               a(Q)ßX
limjupj -fB(X) - -lg-4ßxa(0)m(T„)

ß[B(tn-X)-B(t„) + B(X)}\ <0.

Without  loss  of generality  we  let  2a(7) > a(0).  Making use  of  this

assumption in (3.48) gives

ßXa(0)
lim sup - 4ftm(7,>(0)} <0,

and so, for n sufficiently large,

(3.49) /3A[25ft]~'< m(Tn),

which is the lower bound we searched for. But combining (3.43) and (3.49)

implies

Xoinf^a"(r)<2l%ß4[8ßi]~l.

This however violates the second part of (3.34). From this contradiction we

conclude that (3.27) is false and so (3.26) follows.

A consequence of Lemma 4 is the next

Lemma 5. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold. Then

•T

(3.50) (ut - u,,Au. - Ait, >dr= 0.
q     N    E" 'm H W

Proof of Lemma 5. Take the equation (3.44) and replace A„, p„ by e„, em

respectively. Then form the scalar product of the resulting equation and

Aut - Aut , and integrate over (0, 7). This yields
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j0\\ - u^'a\ - AuJdT+ e»f0T{Au<- ~Au^ 5¡Au¿s)d*)*r

(3.51) -^^(a\ - AUem, f^Au^ds^dr

= -fQTU\ - Au^ ¡¡"(v - s)j'Q[Au*Sf>) - Au^{v)]dv dsjdr.

But, by (3.6) and (3.7)

»£(Au* - Au* ¡¿¿«¿s)*)*

(£[A^-A<i*'£A***)

-^(f^-Au^Au^jdr

<e„2ßx2 + 2ßx[Tß2en]>->0,   «-»co.

The term in (3.51) multiplied by em can be similarly estimated. Finally take
def

the right side of (3.51) and expand it as follows: (g„ = Au^ - Au^),

(3.52)

/ \Sn(^ J^(t-s)f^g„(v)dvds\dT

= ^fT[a(r) + a(T-T)]\\fgn(s)ds
Jo || •'0

dr

(3.53)
fJa{T - T^jTgn(s)ds, ̂ gm(s)ds^dr

~ T f   Í a'(T ~ s)\\f Sn{^)M\ ds dr.
¿ J0   Jq \\Js

Concerning the first term on the right side of (3.53) we note that as

0 < a(t) < a(0) < oo, 0 < / < 7, and by (3.26) one has that this term ->0,

« -» oo. Then observe that (3.6), (3.26) and the fact that a(t) is bounded imply

that the second term -* 0. To handle the last term on the right side of (3.53),

write /J «■ fa — /J, use Fubini's theorem, the hypothesis on a(t), and (3.26).

Consequently the whole right side of (3.53) approaches zero, when «-»oo.

So, recalling also (3.51), (3.52) we arrive at (3.50). Lemma 5 is proved.

Observe now that by (3.8) and as we assume A to map bounded sets of W

into bounded sets of W (see the hypothesis of Theorem l(i)) it follows that
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(3.54) sup   ¡Au^t)]^ oo.

n

Consequently there exists g E LM(0, T; W) such that

(3.55) AuAt) — g(t) weakly in W,   t E [0, T].

Also note that by (3.8), (3.24)

(3.56) wji) -* u(t) weakly in W,   / G [0, 7"].

Recall that (u, v)w.w = <«, v) for u E H,v E W. Therefore, as the

integrand in (3.50) is nonnegative it follows, without loss of generality, for

almost every / G (0, T),

(3'57) „Äoo <*« - M'>> 'KW - AUd<))W>W= 0-
But (3.55) - (3.57), the maximal monotonicity and singlevaluedness of A, and

the use of a well-known property of maximal monotone mappings, see e.g. [1,

Lemma 1.3, p. 42] give g(t) = Au(t) a.e. on (0, T) and thus

AuAt) -" Au(t) weakly in W a.e. on (0, T),

(3"58) Au(t) E L„(0, T; W).

We show next that u, Au satisfy equation (1.1). For any 0 < t < 1

j a(t — r)Aut(r)dr

(3.59) °

= a(0) f'Aue(r)dr + f'a'(t - r) fTAut(s)ds dr.
Jo Jo •'0

By (3.6) and as a' E Lx(0, T) the right side of (3.59) (hence the left side) is

bounded in H, uniformly in / G [0, T] and 0 < e < 1. Hence, recalling also

(3.1), (3.7), (3.24) it follows that u(t) is absolutely continuous, differentiable

a.e. and

(3.60) u'(t) = f(t) - weakfon f'a(t - r)AuAr)dr,

a.e. on (0, T), and where the limit is taken in H. But for A G W

(3.61) ( f'a(t - r)AuAr)dr, h)       = fa(t - t)<>Jt), h)w,Jr.
\Jo I w.w   Jo

By (3.58) the integrand on the right side of (3.61) converges pointwise a.e. on

(0, /). Recalling also (3.54) and the fact that a(t) < a(0) < oo, t E [0, T], one

thus has by (3.61) and the dominated convergence theorem

(3.62) f'a(t - r)AuA*)dr^- f'a(t - r)Au(r)dr,
Jq Jo

weakly in W for í G [0, T]. But as W is dense in H, as the left side of (3.62)
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is bounded in H, uniformly in t G [0, T] and e > 0, as <m, v}w.w - <«, v}

for u E H, v E W, one obtains

(3.63) f a(t - r)AuAr)dr-^ f a(t - r)Au(r)dr,

weakly in HfortE [0, T]. Thus, by (3.60), (3.63),

u'(t)ELA0,T;H),

(3.64) ,,
u'(t) + I a(t- r)Au(r)dr= /(/) a.e. on (0, T),

Jo

and from (3.8), the second part of (3.23), (3.56),

(3.65) u(t) E L„(0, T; W),       «(0) = u0.

Finally observe that

(3.66) u'(t) + [' a(0)Au(r) + Ca'(r - s)Au(s)ds dr= /(/),
•'o [ Jo

a.e. on (0, T). As Au E Lm(0, T; W), a' E L,(0, T) it follows that the

integrand in (3.66) 6LJ0, T; W). Hence, remembering also the absolute

continuity off,

u"(t) + a(0)Au(t) + f'a'(t - r)Au(r)dr = f'(t),

(3.67) J°
a.e. on (0, T), u"(t) G 1,(0, T; W).

Combining (3.64), (3.65), (3.67) gives the assertion of Theorem l(i). One also

has that if in addition /' G Lq(0, T; W) for some q, 1 < q < oo, then

«"(/) G Lq(0, T; W), which is (ii).

To prove (iii) one argues as follows. Suppose the existence of u on [0, nT],

n > 1, has been proved, lets =* t - nT,t E [nT, nT + T], and write (1.1) on

[nT,(n + 1)T] as

v'(s) + [Sa(s - r)Av(r)dr

= /(i + nT) - ("ra(s + nT - r)Au(r)dr,
Jo

ir

"nT

where v(s) = u(s + nT). Note that ü(0) = u(nT) E W. In order to apply (i)

to (3.68) it clearly therefore suffices to verify that the right side of (3.68),
def

( = F(s)) satisfies F(s) E AC([0, T]; H). But this is established by straight-

forward arguments (integrate by parts in the integral in F and then

differentiate) using (3.4), the absolute continuity of a' and/on [T, oo) and the

fact that íoAu(r)dr E Lœ(0,nT;H). Consequently (3.64), (3.65) and (3.67)

hold for any T < oo and (iii)-except for the last assertion-is proved.

Making  use  of  (3.67)  with  an  arbitrary   T,  the  result  that Au E
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L]£(0, oo ; W),   a'(f) E Lx(0, 7)   and   the   additional   assumption /'(/) E

Ll°c(0, oo ; W) one has the final assertion of (iii).

The proof of Theorem 1 is then complete.

4. Approaching an ode. Our purpose in this section is to indicate in what

sense the solutions of (1.1) constructed above in Theorem 1 can be used to

provide approximate solutions of (1.2). Specifically, we prove the following

Theorem 2. (i) Let f(t) E AC([0, T]; H), assume that A maps bounded sets

of W into bounded sets of W, and let u0 E W. Then there exists {up),p = 1,

2, . . ., such that

up E Lw(0, T; W),       up(0) = uo.

u'p(t) E LM(0, 7; 77),       «/(*) E L,(0, 7; W),

sup|"/,(0lz..(o,7W) < °°>        sup||w;(/)||Loo(0,r;«) < «J.
p p

suP|w;(OUl(o,r;«")<00'

lim ess sup
/»-►oo 0</< T

u'p(t)+fAup(r)dr-f(t) = 0,

lim ess sup \u';(t) + Aup(t) - f'(t)\w. = 0.
/>->ooo<r<r

(ii) If in addition /'(/) E Lq(0, 7; W) for some q satisfying 1 < q < oo, then

«;(/) E L?(0, 7; W),        sup|M;(/)|, {0<T,W.X < oo.
p

Note that by Theorem 2 and the compact imbedding W c 77 there exists

u(t) E LK(0, 7; W) such that up(t) -^u(t) weakly in W for each t and

up(t)-* u(t) strongly in 77, uniformly on [0, 7]. In addition one has the two

last relations of (i) above. But in what sense, if at all, Aup-+ Au remains an

open question.

Proof of Theorem 2. Take a sequence of kernels {ap(t)) such that for

eachp the requirements (4.1)-(4.3) hold;

(4 1}    ap(t) E C2(0, 7] n C[0, 7]; (-\)kaj*\t) > 0,

0< / < 7,  k~ 0,1,2,

(4.2) ap(0) = 1 < 2^(7).

(4.3) limit   inf   a"(r)] = oo,
»;o L  0<T<r p v    -I

and such that

(4.4) Jim jTr|fl;(T)|i/T=0.

Thus
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(4.5) lim ap(t) = 1,   uniformlyon [0, T].

As an example, take ap(t) = 1 — p~xtx¡2.

Then consider the regularized equations

u'At) + eAuAO + aAT)f^Auv(r)dr

(4-6) +/0'KC - T) - apiT)]A»AT)dr

-/(O,     o<i<r,
where we require h£î,(0) = me0 G D(AH) with |w£0 — u0\w < e and 0 < e < 1.

By Lemma 1, equation (4.6) has a solution for each pair e,p. Assuming in

addition that A maps bounded sets of W into bounded sets of If'-which we

do-clearly gives by Theorem l(i) that for eachp the equation

(4.7) u'p(t) + fap(t - r)Aup(r)dr= f(t),

has a solution up satisfying (3.64), (3.65), (3.67).

Form the scalar product of (4.6) and Auv, integrate over (0, /), and observe

that a At) — ap(T) is a kernel of positive type. Thus

ap{T)

(4.8)

*(M0) - *(«*) + ejT \\AuAr)\\2dr+ -^- Uauv{s) ds

if (AuAt), f{r))dr,   0 < t < T.

sup
P,e,l

<   00,

Integrating the right side of (4.8) by parts and using (2.4), (2.8), (4.2), the fact

that |iKm£o)| can be taken bounded uniformly in e, and the absolute continuity

of/in (4.8) yields

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

f AuAs)d¿
Jo

supef \\Au (s)fds< oo
P,t   Jo "    *     "

™p\uAt)\w< oo-
p,t,l

By (4.11) and the fact that 1^(0 -*wup(t), elO, for a.e. /, one has

(4.12) sup    \up(t)\w<cc.
p,0<t<T

Clearly  f'0AuAs)ds--i'oAup(s)ds  weakly  in  H,  for e|0 and  / G [0, T].

(Compare with (3.63).) Combining this fact with (4.9) gives

(4.13) sup
p,0<t<T

f'Aup(s)ds
Jo

<  00.
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By (3.66) with a = ap, (4.2)

(4.14)       u'p(t) + ('Aup(T)dr+ Ça'p(t - t) ÇAup(s)ds dr= /(/),
«/q Jq Jq

a.e. on (0, 7). By (4.4), (4.13), (4.14),

(4.15)
p,t

and

esssup||w;(f)|| < oo,

(4.16) lim ess sup
p-*coO<it<T

u;(t)+f'Aup(T)dr-f(t)\ = 0.
•>o

From (4.12) and as A maps bounded sets of W into bounded sets of W,

suP\Aup\l¿o,t;W') < oo.
p

(4.17)

By (3.67) with a = ap, (4.2)

(4.18)   «;(/) + Aup(t) + Ça'p(t - T)Aup(r)dr= /'(/), a.e. on (0, 7).

But by (4.4), (4.17),

(4.19) Ca'p(t - r)Aup(r)dr •0, oo,
w

uniformly in t on [0, 7]. From (4.18), (4.19),

(4.20) lim ess sup |M;(/) + Aup(t) - f'(t)\w. - 0.
p-»ooO<r<r

Putting together (4.12), (4.15)—(4.17), (4.20) and the assumptions on/results

in the assertion of Theorem 2 and so the proof is complete.

5. Au = -(3/3x)g(3«/3x). Let g(x), -oo < x < oo, be a real function

satisfying

(5.1) g(x) continuous, monotone nondecreasing,

(5.2) l*(*)l<A,[|*| + l],

(5.3) xg(x)>X2[x2-l],

for some positive constants A,, X2 and Vx E R. Take W = /70'(0, 1), 77 =

L2(0, 1). Then define, by (5.2) this is legitimate, the mapping A: 770'(0, 1)-»

77 "'(0, 1) by (subscripts x, t denote partial derivatives)

(5.4) <^lM> v>w,w= flg(ux)vxdx for u, v E H¿ (0, 1).
•'o

Thus defined A is cyclically monotone and maps bounded sets into bounded

sets. It also follows by straightforward arguments that A is hemicontinuous

(use the continuity of g) and from Sobolev's lemma and (5.3) that A satisfies
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the coercivity condition

/rrN ..        <Au< "XvV
(5.5) im    -r--oo.

l«U-»«>       l«L

Consequently A,AH are maximal monotone W-* W, H -» H respectively

and A = d\p, where

(5.6) 4,(u)=foil[foUAx)g(s)ds}dx.

Consider then the equation

(5.7) -^- -]oa(t - r)Tx 8[—^ )dr=f(t,x),

where x G (0, 1), t > 0, and

(5.8) u(x, 0) = u0(x) E Hx (0, 1).

Applying Theorem l(i) we have

Corollary 1. Let, for some T > 0, a, g satisfy (3.4), (3.25), (5.1)-(5.3) and

let

(5.9) /G^C([0,r];L2(0, 1)).

Then, ifu0(x) satisfies (5.8), there exists u defined on [0, T] such that

u G LM(0, T; H0X (0,1)),      ut E LAO, T; L2(0, 1)),

uu E L,(0, T; H~x(0, 1)),       «(0, x) = u0(x),

and such that (5.7) and

u„ + a(0)(g(ux))x+ fa'(t - r)(g(ux))dr=ft
Jo

hold a.e. on (0, T).

Applying Theorem 2 to the mapping A as defined in (5.4) one obtains

Corollary 2. Let g, u0,f satisfy (5.1)—(5.3), (5.8), (5.9). Then there exists

{up = up(t, x);p = 1, 2,... } such that

up G LAO, T; Hx (0, 1)),      (up)t E LAO, T; L2(0, 1)),

(up)uELx(0,T;W),      «,(0) = «0,

sup|«/,(0L„(o,r;//o(o,i))<«3»
p

SUPll(«i),llLM(0,r;Z.I(0,l))< oo,
p

SUP|(«p)„lL1(0,r;H-'(0.1))< ».
P
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lim ess sup
p-»oo0<»< T

(«a-/0W«,),))/t-/ = 0,
Lj(0,l)

= 0.
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